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My work as an artist is informed by 
questions concerning the conditions 
of text use in relation to digitized 
society. 

Our society is in a state of enor-
mous change. Digitization filters 
into all areas of life resulting in the 
dematerialization and perishabili-
ty of things. It is known, but fairly 
beachtet: The written word may 
suffer damage of meaning through 
indecipherable letters, by transfor-
mation, through the disappearance 
of a culture, or by decomposition 
of the information carrier. Today 
huge amounts of information can be 
captured to form a deep reservoir 
of silent knowledge but with the 
serious concern of not knowing how 
long the content may last. Worried 
voices fear a tremendous data loss 
which could result in our descen-
dants being unable to retrace our 
digitized society.

My fascination for text derives from 
the characteristic of the word and 
its being able in certain circum-
stances to produce a distinct visual 
image. In my opinion both spoken 
and written words are forms of 
information and carry images, and 
as a result they become of increa-
sed importance for me. We are sur-
rounded by words that seem to tell 
us about reality, and which in turn 
influences our opinions. The use of 
words might exploit or promote an 
issue; fragments of knowledge may 
establish a context - and history be 
written in these words. The word is 
a powerful tool.

I find this a very interesting field 
to work in with so many questions: 
How can I deal with this power of 
words? Which words are suitable 
to aid the growth of imagination? 
Which parameter changes the 
meaning of a word? How do words 
generate memories? How do they 
generate history? Whether or not 
texts should be recorded? And could 
the assumed perishability of data 
possibly be an exaggeration? 
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Cambio

«Cambio» is the italian word for 
change which has many meanings. 
You can read it in the context of the 
environment, time or money. 
All of this aspects play a part in this 
former shop in Castasegna on the 
border of Switzerland and Italy.

2018

High-gloss chrome, matt chrome

460 cm x 65 cm x 75 cm

Arte Castasegna

Castasegna, 18.6.–21.10.2018 
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Cambio On the Road

While travelling through Italy and 
Switzerland the changing landscape 
is mirrored in the letters of «Cambio».

2018

High-gloss chrome, matt chrome, 460 cm x 310 cm x 170 cm

Van (white or silver)

Prints of several images (in progress), variable dimensions
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Cornelia

I stumbled across the illuminated 
letters of the building named after 
the catalogue firm 
«Cornelia». The rearrangement of 
the letters is an anagram congenial 
to the history and use of the building.

2017

Illuminated letters (found on-site), metal profiles

500 cm x 60 cm x 15 cm

Geiler Block

Trogen AR, 9.6.–25.6.2017 
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Hello World

For research into Swiss archives one 
has to know the old German handwri-
ting, otherwise the meaning of the 
written text (16th to 20th century) 
will remain incomprehensible.

«Hello World» were the first words 
published through the internet.

2018

Text work with Sütterlin typeface

Print on aluminium, 600 mm x 420 mm x 3 mm, 1/5-5/5 + EA 

Print on special paper, 29,7 cm x 21 cm, 1/5-5/5 + EA

Mental Sculpture

While drinking wine together, a men-
tal scenery is created based upon the 
associated pictorial images of the in-
vited guests. The visual description of 
the wine shouldn‘t be couched in the 
vocabulary of wine glossary terms, but 
rather in another, distinct language. 

2012/2015

Happening with Installation, imagined image

Diverse materials, diverse persons

Variable dimensions
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Every Story Suggests
 a Picture

The ring marks of spilt coffee are the 
basis of the structure of this script 
which I developed in Istanbul

2015

Print on coated paper, 100 cm x 70 cm.

we cannot see
what we cannot im

We Cannot See

We cannot see what we cannot 
imagine. This quote derives from my 
investigations into the work of the 
conceptual artist Luis Camnitzer.

2015

Print on special paper

29,7 cm x 21 cm, 1/5-5/5 + EA

42 cm x 29,7 cm, 1/5-5/5 + EA
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Ho un sogno

HO UN SOGNO is fixed onto the wall 
in the shabby courtyard of a building 
containing simple accomodation for 
servants. These people mostly came 
from Portugal, Italy and Sri Lanka to 
Pontresina to work for the legendary 
Castle Hotel. They migrated in order 
to find a better life, and despite the 
hardship of the working conditions 
some have been assimilated into 
society here and will perhaps stay 
for ever.

2017

Aluminium painted, metal profiles

430 cm x 110 cm x 2 cm

... Mit fremden Augen sehen, Kunstwege Pontresina

Pontresina, 24.6.–19.10.2013
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Dreams, Forms and 
Other Figures

I have a dream. Ho un sogno. Ich habe 
einen Traum. Tenho um sonho. Eau 
d'he ün sömmi. The list goes on as 
long as one has a reason to dream.

It's not about dreaming in the night. 
It's about the desire to see a better 
future.

These text works are a playground for 
signs and meaning. The famous words 
in different languages are questioning 
collective dreams in our society in the 
tradition of Martin Luther King.

2017

Print on aluminium, 1050 mm x 740 mm x 3 mm, 1/5-5/5 + EA 

Print on special paper, 29,7 cm x 21 cm, 1/5-5/5 + EA
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Variable dimensions, the number of panels can be expanded or 

minimized depending on exhibiton site or topic

... Mit fremden Augen sehen, Kunstwege Pontresina

Pontresina, 24.6.–19.10.2017

Karin Karinna Bühler / MANON, Hiltibold 

St.Gallen, 16.11.–12.12.2017

Walk the Line, Zeughaus Teufen

Teufen, 8.4.–19.8.2018 
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Kabinettstück

QR-codes are installed at various 
places throughout the exhibition 
space. When scanned by a smartphone, 
one obtains background information 
concerning the site. 
With each new piece of information 
the visitor alters his/her perception of 
the space. The QR-code functions as 
navigation points for mental imaging.

2014 / 2016

QR-code linked to Webpage, labels, variable dimensions

Image sources: Oral history, archives, private photo collections

Le-Lieu Fête-de-Fin, Palais Bleu, Trogen, 28./29.05.2016

Anthroposphere, Nextex, St.Gallen, 12.12.2014 - 13.01.2015
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Immateriality: This is such a word, 
and circumstance, that keeps the 
artist busy. The authorship of a work 
can be questioned or shared by letting 
the viewer be part of the work. Karin 
Karinna Bühler's work is mostly based 
on associations and memories on 
which through language buildings of 
thoughts are constructed. Therefore, 
the proper work is hidden behinde the 
surface, behind the appearance oft the 
word.

Sibylle Omlin, 2017
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The words build a house 
in which one can live

Words can express concrete images 
which can provide a space for both, 
physical and mental exercise.

2017

Aluminium, painted with same colour as wall tiles

Wall: 21 m x 4,50 m 

Not carried out

Sketch

Art and architecture project, Sportzentrum Bergholz Wil 
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As the Times reflect 
each Other

To celebrate the talking picture 
«Abessinienflug» by  pilot, photogra-
pher and adventurer Walter Mittel-
holzer (1894-1937) I also undertook 
a voyage to Ethiopia, to the cradle of 
humanity, albeit 80 years later. 
With participatory observation, the 
research into the unknown unfolds. 
The accurate editing of research 
images and texts about current events 
set alongside historic film-footage 
reveal both the changes as well as 
that which has remained unchanged. 
In the process contemporary history is 
at once mirrored and rewritten.
2015

Split screen with Abessinienflug, a historical sound film (1934) and 

image-text sequences, (2014/2015)

Language: German 

video movie with sound, 1:09:35

Modell Mittelholzer, St.Gallen, 27. 2. - 3..5.2015

Film Screening, Palais Bleu, Trogen, 18.04.2015

Re:Public Domain Screening #2 Walter Mittelholzer, 

Dock 18, Institut für Medienkulturen der Welt, Zürich, 26.06.2015

Recherche-Reise 
28.12.2014 - 10.1.2015
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Excerpts from various image- / text-sequences

Left screen: Historical sound film Abessinienflug, 1934

Right screen: Image-/text-sequences from the field trip, 2014/2015

NACH ÄTHIOPISCHEM 
KALENDER LANDET 
DER AIRBUS A340-300
AM 21.04.2007 IN 
ADDIS ABEBA.
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Works 2005 - 2014

Intersection of a Past, 2014
The postcards provide an insight into the vivid 
history of the Hotel Post in Ebnat-Kappel.  On 
the back of each card is pictured a detail from 
the restaurant in its last days of service, accom-
panied by short reports from guests, innkeepers 
and extracts from newspapers. 
The intersection of the digital colour infor-
mation from the restaurant picture has been 
calculated and developed as a manifold grey on 
the front of each card.
12 Post cards, 10,5 cm x 14,8 cm 
Map stand, 55 cm x 40 cm x 40 cm

Cultural Heritage, 2014
«The death of an oldes villager resembles the 
burning of a library.» An examination about the 
significance of knowledge and its archiving.  
3 Prints, Swiss German, German and English
each 21 cm x 29,7 cm, framed black

When The Past Becomes Present 1
Sitterthal, St.Gallen, 2014

The buildings that belonged to the former  
Sitterthal dye-works, situated in an industrial 
area close to St. Gallen, are now occupied by 
the Kunstgiesserei Sitterwerk. Accompanied by 
a former laboratory worker (my father) I visited 
the site, noting down his memories of his time 
there and taking photographs. Pictures from 
the walk, along with a transcript of my father‘s 
memories, have been assembled together on a 
large posterboard.
Sequence of 96 parts on photo paper
338 cm x 120 cm

When The Past Becomes Present 2
Monotype, Salfords, 2014

Monotype was once a ground-breaking typeface 
designer and manufacturer of automatic type 
casting machinery. I strolled around the recon-
verted factory site in the company of a former 
clerk (my mother) who worked at the Monotype 
plant at Salfords in Great Britain in 1968-69.
Sequence of 96 parts on photo paper
338 cm x 120 cm

Certainty and Other Illusions, 2013
Based on their knowledge, six different experts 
guess where a mysterious stone might come 
from, what it was used for, and what the en-
graved signs mean. Lectures and consecutive 
newspaper articles lead to the conclusion that, 

although the object itself is not art, what peo-
ple think about it is.
6 Experts on the traveling stage, 
Newspaper-Edition through daily press

I See (What Was), 2013
For Video Arte Palazzo Castelmur, I asked the 
only descendant of the palace’s original resi-
dent, and five siblings in a family of custodians 
what it’s like to live in the palazzo. Text and 
image sequences reveal not a fairy-tale world 
but rather simplicity couched in a sumptuous 
shell.
Nine digital photo frames, with several text- 
and photography sequences and one song. 
Longest sequence: 12:30 min
Frames from 10 cm x 15 cm to 20 cm x 30 cm

A Journey around My Room, 2012
I have edited two antiquarian editions of Xavier 
de Maistre’s «A Journey around My Room».       
One edition contains blank pages with captions. 
The captions are navigation points to the places 
mentioned by the room-bound voyager. They 
help the reader to conjure mental images.
The other edition has pages with the same cap-
tions plus photos from the Internet. The photos 
are the results of an Internet search for an 
image that corresponds as closely as possible 
with the picture in my head. 
«Reise um mein Zimmer», Xavier de Maistre
Laser printing on speciality paper
Hardcover with engraving
18 cm x 11 cm x 1,5 cm

The Presence of the Future, 2012
The Zeughaus architect Felix Wilhelm Kubly 
commented on the innovative construction and 
pragmatic use of the building in two sentences.
These handwritten comments are rendered as 
an ornamental stucco wall frieze. 
The treatment of the writing with luminescent 
pigment makes the vision of the planners and 
the original purpose of the building light up 
after dark. 
Handwriting in plaster, luminescent pigment
approx. 1300 cm x 30 cm x 1 cm

Notes of an Idler, 2011
I’m located on site, sitting at a computer, which 
is connected to a laser projector. What I type is 
projected directly onto the wall. The content 
consists of thoughts on space and on its history 
and nature. My perception is visualized through 
the notes of an idler.
Laser Projector, Laptop, variable dimensions
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 As if out of Nowhere, 2011
With «As if out of Nowhere» I claim that dozing 
is a state in which information flows freely 
between the subconscious and full alertness, 
making it the ideal state for coming up with 
well-grounded ideas.
Pictures of daydreamers are accompanied by 
instructions for relaxation based on neurologi-
cal findings.
Slideshow with images and text, jpg
approx. 10 min

Before the Time Thereafter, 2011
People sign a guestbook as testimony of their 
presence. For the guestbook of the city of St. 
Gallen, I pre-printed 15 signatures by figures 
connected with the city. Today either well-
known or forgotten, the names include Bona-
parte, Maria Theresia and Albert Schweitzer, but 
also Minnie Hauk and Regula Ullmann. An index 
explains their relation to the city.
Monotype on paper
Binding in goatskin blocked with engraving
30 cm x 20 cm x 3 cm

Because She No Longer Quite Trusted 
Her Memory, 2011

«Later, she stopped giving interviews, because 
she no longer quite trusted her memory» is 
a sentence clipped out of a newspaper. I had 
a scarf printed with these words by Schläpfer 
Textil in St. Gallen.
Inkjet transfer printing on synthetic silk
160 cm x 34 cm

A Journey from the Earth to the Edge 
of the Universe, 2010/2011

The astrophysicist Ben Moore describes the 
form and nature of the universe. After the lectu-
re, I issued a certificate to each participant for 
their gradually emerging mental image.
The universe is that something that always 
surrounds our Earth—it begins somewhere 
beyond the clouds and finally stops where our 
knowledge reaches its limits. It is a journey to 
the edge of the universe, to the unraveling edge 
of our knowledge. 
Lecture, approx. 40 min
Certificate for the participants

Parole Vide, 2010
With a piece of the mirror, I roam through the 
building and photograph the mirrored spaces.
6 colour photographs
3 black-and-white photographs
each 21 cm x 29.7 cm

Embodiment of Dreams, 2010
The result of an analysis for the cultural journal 
Obacht on the assigned concept of «adding on»: 
a touch of exoticism, a touch of paradise in the 
sense of «Better Living.» 
Wallpaper from Ashford House YV9020 cut from 
a roll to book size printed with special stamps

In My Recollection, Which I Believe to 
Be Correct, 2010

During my research into the history of the St. 
Catherine’s building I came upon very vividly 
described recollections by Hermann Wartmann, 
the son of a teacher who grew up in the buil-
ding. I had slightly modified quotes from the 
transcript sandblasted into mirrors. The room 
reflects its history.
14 sand-blasted mirrors, various blank mirrors
Variable arrangement

Causa Efficiens, 2009
The guiding principle for the work revolves 
around the question: When is a work art? 
The concept calls for a conversation with the 
curator. Statements from this talk are then 
printed on post-it notes and integrated into the 
exhibition. The causa efficiens (efficient cause) 
is that which causes something to be produced. 
According to Aristotle, the artist producing a 
work of art is thus the generating cause. The cu-
rator can also be described as a causa efficiens 
because it is she or he who integrates the work 
into a specific thematic context. The exhibition 
space per se is also vital to defining a work. 
Statements about idea and space are explored 
in Causa Efficiens. 
Printed post-its
Size and content depend on space and curator

Coincidence, Fate and Other Truths, 
2009

I am interested in the reading of coffee grounds 
because of the mental images it generates. 
It’s not about foretelling the future, but about 
practicing a visual phenomenon. I view the 
resulting mental image as an artwork.
Turkish coffee and cooking accessories
Approx. 10 min/person, 
Photography of coffee ground, 10 cm x 15 cm

To Be Noticed, 2009
«To Be Noticed» consists of slips of paper 
from the note collection «Somnambulant 
Characters.» The little slips are scanned and 
then printed in large format. 
Print on paper, 120 cm x 80 cm
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When I Now Every Evening ..., 2009
During a safari in the 1960s, the company 
director writes in his diary: When I now write an 
entry in my notebook every evening, everything 
I write seems so small. 
Forex board and LED light, two-piece
600 cm x 150 cm, 600 cm x 100 cm

I Decided to Do Something, 2009
On the basis of a tourist video about Prague I 
found on YouTube, I took a virtual walk through 
the historical city centre. I used Photoshop to 
cover film stills photographed from the screen 
with fog. The fog and subtitles are meant to 
make the viewer imagine fictional noises and 
details, reinforcing the imaginary nature of the 
pictures.
12 prints on photo paper, 30 cm x 24 cm

A Delicate Shudder, 2008
Visitors hear tuning noises from a long-wave 
radio and the voice of Hansueli Wälte, descri-
bing «Zäuerli» (natural yodeling in the Appen-
zell region). Zäuerli is associated with great 
emotion and a feeling of connectedness to one’s 
homeland. Having grown up with the phenome-
non, this spontaneous form of singing is close 
to my heart.
The intention of the work is to try to describe 
something indescribable.
Transistor radio, mp3 player
wav, 14:45 min

Haymlichkeit, 2008
Haymlichkeit was once a common term for 
toilet. By rotating the toilet bowl 180°, the user 
now has an unobstructed view of the St. Gallen 
train station—and the achievements of the past 
century. The need to record language, to store 
it and reproduce it, is an ancient one. More than 
two thousand years ago, a Chinese emperor 
already conveyed a spoken message using a 
copper can. Several pencil sketches on the wall 
recall early ideas about how to store language. 
«A record-making machine is built to capture 
shaking air» is scrawled on the wall. 
While viewers sit there lost in thought, liste-
ning to the scratching of a record needle, the 
sound is intermittently joined by the first words 
ever recited on a gramophone: «Mary had a 
little lamb.»
Toilet bowl rotated 180°
Audio equipment, pencil drawing, lavender, 
light bulb, Audio-Loop 5:00 min

My World Is Not Your World, 2008
My World Is Not Your World was made for «A 
Town (Not a City)» at the Kunsthalle St. Gallen 
and conceived as an audio walking tour through 
the city. Equipped with headphones and players, 
the participants begin their walk at the train 
station. A blind person (Gerd Bingemann) pre-
cisely describes his acoustic and tactile percep-
tions, which guide the listener through the city. 
Multimedia player and headphones
German and English version, mov, 18:30 min

Flashback, 2007
Flashback is a collection of terms meant to 
bring back memories and generate images/
stories. Every mentally created image is an 
original.
Inkjet printing on yellow carbon paper
80 terms, each 10 cm x 15 cm

I Laugh When Someone Tickles Me, 
2005

Sitting on a swing, equipped with headphones 
and media player, the viewer listens to state-
ments made by young and old.
5–17 year olds on the one hand, and 57–95 
year olds on the other, talk of happiness and 
the important and unimportant things in life.
Multimedia player, headphones, swing
Languages Swiss German, Text English
mov, 15:00 min
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Karin Karinna Bühler (CH)
b. 1974 Herisau, Switzerland
karinna.ch

Karin Karinna Bühler lives in Trogen, Switzerland, 
where she works as a self-employed artist. After 
studying education she had three years at art 
school in St.Gallen before going to the University 
of Arts in Zurich where she received the degree 
of Executive Master in Scenography (2002). For 
six years she worked for an independent art space 
and simultaneously began her own artmaking 
practice. She has had exhibitions in Switzerland 
and abroad since 2005 and received grants 
of Canton Appenzell Ausserrhoden and City of 
St.Gallen. Her works are represented in various 
collections, such as the Canton of St.Gallen art 
collection or Collection Art Museum St.Gallen. 
Bühlers interest in research led her to further 
studies in information science at the HTW Chur, 
University of Applied Sciences . 

Education
2017–2021 Information Science, HTW Chur
2001–2003 Executive Master in Scenography, Zurich 

University of the Arts, ZHdK
1997–2000 Art School, St. Gallen
1991–1995 Graduate Education

Cultural Activities / Artist-run projects
2008– Genossenschaftsmitglied Palais Bleu, Trogen
2009–2018 Mitglied Kulturkommission, Stadt St.Gallen
2006–2012 Vorstand und Co-Präsidium Visarte.ost
2008–2016 Ortsbezogene Kunst im Palais Bleu: 

lelieu.palaisbleu.ch
2014–2017 Gespräche mit Albert Oehlen, Costa Vece, 

!Mediengruppe Bitnik und andere: 
talk-talk-talk.ch

Residencies
2014 Sitterwerk, St.Gallen
2012 Gleis 70, Zürich
2000 Hangar, Barcelona

Awards
2017 Smithsonian Artist Fellowship (Nomination)
2012 Werkbeitrag, Amt für Kultur AR
2007 Förderpreis, Stadt St. Gallen 
2006 Werkbeitrag, Amt für Kultur AR

Collections
Canton of Appenzell Ausserrhoden
Canton of St.Gallen
City of St.Gallen
Collection Art Museum St.Gallen
List Office Art Collection

Exhibitions (selection)
2018 Arte Castasegna Negozio, Castasegna
 Walk the Line Zeughaus, Teufen
 Mental Sculpture No.5, Steckborn
2017 Manon/Karin Karinna Bühler 
 Hiltibold, St.Gallen
 Anders sehen Kunstwege 2017, Pontresina
 Mental Sculpture No.4, St.Gallen
 Geiler Block2 Cornelia-Building, Trogen
2016 À discrétion Guesthouses in Appenzell
2015 Zeitgenössische Kunst Dialoge: 
 Weinfelden, Kapitel 1 Remise Weinfelden
 Re:Public Domain Screening #2 
 Walter Mittelholzer Dock 18, Zürich
 Forum im Juni Bärenloch, Chur
 Geiler Block Resedastrasse 1, St.Gallen
 Modell Mittelholzer – Der Afrikaflug als Anlass 

Kulturraum Kanton St.Gallen
2014 Anthroposphere Nextex, St.Gallen
 Hotel Post Kunsthalle(n) Toggenburg
2013 Twenty Galerie Paul Hafner, St.Gallen
 Die Gewissheit und andere Illusionen
 AR/AI 500, Ledi-Die Wanderbühne
 Video Arte Palazzo Castelmur Bergell
2012 Ein zartes Schaudern, Rapperswil 
 Over the Rainbow Kunstmuseum St.Gallen
 Ausgewogen!? Zeughaus Teufen AR
2011 Garderobe Binz39, Zürich
 peer-to-peer sic!, Luzern / V22, London
 Kleiner Kunstfrühling Station, Appenzell
 Arbeit, fertig, los! Herisau
 A Journey from the Earth to the Edge of the Uni-

verse Nextex, St.Gallen
2010 Kopien und Zitate Luzern
 For Real Exil-Parlament von San Keller, Kunst 

Halle, St.Gallen
 Vast Empire sic!, Luzern
 Meines Erinnerns, dessen ich völlig sicher zu 

sein glaube Katharinen, St. Gallen 
2009 Heimspiel 09 Ostschweizer Kunstschaffen
 UND09 Alte Färberei, Oberuzwil
 Urban Kiss Galerie Kritikù, Prag
 Non-Taking-Place Lokal-int, Biel 
 Free Trade (Swiss Edition) Nextex St.Gallen / 

The International 3, Manchester
2008 A Town (Not a City) Kunst Halle, St. Gallen
 Iwernarrisch Badhaus, St. Gallen
 Manual uqbar, Berlin
 Ein zartes Schaudern Schaukasten Herisau
2007 Flashback Transitorisches Museum Pfyn
 Manual Kronika, Bytom, Polen
 East-Drive Galerie Paul Hafner, St. Gallen
 Audiomobil Projektraum exex, St. Gallen
2006 Spurensicherung Palais Bleu, Trogen
2005 Ich weiss wo dein Haus wohnt
 Projektraum exex, St. Gallen


